Efficient Documentation with Various Printing Options

Reduce errors from manually recording weighing results and save time by automating the documentation of weighing and counting results. Attached printers allow printing directly from the scale.

Whether you need a standard printout or you have specific demand for documentation, METTLER TOLEDO bench and counting scales deliver a solution.

METTLER TOLEDO offers integrated printing solutions tailored to your application. Different formats can be defined including barcodes, article numbers, date, time or customer logo. Whether you have to print labels, tickets, or forms we provide a solution.

Standard Printouts
ICS685 compact scales can store up to 20 print templates. Templates can be assigned per application. For example one template for a checkweighing application, a second template for a simple weighing operation, and a third for a counting task.

The configuration of templates can be done line by line in the scale’s configuration menu. Up to 30 lines can be included with printed fields such as date, time, article name, identification, quantity, net or gross weight, average piece weight, number of reference parts, just to name a few.

Example: strip printout
Customized Printouts

For printing of barcodes, company logos or a specific customized layout, METTLER TOLEDO offers a Print Design service. We customize printout templates to meet your requirements and to comply to industrial standards or local regulations.

The service includes the design, configuration and testing of the print format to your specifications. Upon installation of the scale and printer, the defined print templates are loaded into the terminal and a backup copy archived for future use.

Example 1: Printing company logos or barcodes
Barcodes such as Code 128, EAN-13, UPC or others can be implemented as well as pictures or company logos in standard image formats such as .jpg.

Example 2: Automotive industry labels
Suppliers to the automotive industry may have to fulfill label standards from AIAG (Automotive Industry Action Group), Odette (Organization for Data exchange by Tele Transmission in Europe) or other standards. The METTLER TOLEDO Print Design service supports many standard label formats.

Printers
METTLER TOLEDO offers a wide range of label, strip or ticket printers as well as the possibility to connect to third party devices.

Product Offering: Industrial Printers
› www.mt.com/industrial-printers